Daily Program
9 – 11 June | Hall 6, Booth D 041
Moderation: Normen Odenthal

11:00 am  STAGE SHOW
Interactive product presentations

01:00 pm  Expert talk on “Feed Safety”

02:30 pm  STAGE SHOW
Interactive product presentations

03:00 pm  Expert talk on “Intelligent Process Optimization and Energy Efficiency”

04:30 pm  STAGE SHOW
Interactive product presentations

Booth Party
June 9th
05:30 – 10:00 pm
Enjoy refreshing cocktails and music with us and our singing barkeepers.

Happy Hour
June 10th
05:00 – 6:30 pm
Come and have a drink with us and our singing barkeepers!

Conference Program

Tuesday 9th June
11:00 am
Rheinsaal 1+2
Congress Nord
AQUAFEED HORIZONS
Topic: Effect of Extrusion Technology on Physical and Nutritional Quality of Extruded Fish Feed
Speaker: Urs Wuest

Thursday 11th June
11:30 am
Rheinsaal 4+6
Congress Nord
GLOBAL MILLING CONFERENCE WITH GRAPAS INTERNATIONAL 2015
Topic: One step ahead in processing grains to food
Featuring: Trends in the milling industry and how Bühler can support
Speaker: Alexander Schnelle

Topic 1:
Aquatic Feeds – Quality depending on Raw Materials, Processes and Technology
Speaker: Urs Wuest

Topic 2:
Next generation petfood dryer
Speaker: Nick Manley
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